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My Tasks Water & Agriculture
My major tasks at the museum 

included inventorying, 

photographing and 

labeling/bagging objects 

from the archaeological site 

of Beth Shean in the Levant.

this poster highlights some 

of my favorite objects and 

what I've learned from 

handling them.

On our trip to New 

York City, we got to 

see objects at both 

the Met and ISAW. 

We also learned 

about curation, 

renovation 

planning, and 

construction 

management.

Special thanks to my 

supervisor Katy 

Blanchard, 

Professors Monique 

Scott and Sylvia 

Houghteling, Praxis 

Director Nell 

Anderson, and co-

intern Joy Kruse

Here is a pipe that Joy 

and I photographed. It 

was likely used to 

transport water in an 

agricultural or urban 

context, highlighting 

the complex 

irrigation/aqueduct 

system used.

Here is a strainer I 

photographed which Katy 

explained was likely used to 

make beer by straining out 

the hops. In Mesopotamia 

reeds were used to filter 

out hops, but due to the fact 

reeds did not grow in the 

Levant strainers were 

necessary.

Here is a cuneiform tablet from 

the Babylonian section. It 

is similar to the tablets I put into 

labeled boxes as part of a fun 

side project that katy gave to me 

and Joy. I got to see the 

cuneiform writing system in 

action.
Here are some 

colorful tile 

fragments from the 

site, Rayy, in Iran. Katy 

pointed out that Arabic 

writing can be seen on 

some of these kinds of 

tiles, likely used for a 

religious context.

Here is a brick from Ur in 

Iraq, that has an impression 

of a dog print. I helped Katy 

put objects, like this one, 

back into storage as another 

one of my responsibilities at 

the museum.

Here is a brick with a human 

footprint (also from Ur). It is the 

first object seen when walking 

into the Middle Eastern gallery in 

the museum. Both impressions are 

fascinating examples of "making a 

mark" which we still see to this 

day.

Here is a stand I 

photographed which 

was used in the 

firing process of 

making pottery.

Here are some sherds, one 

of which I photographed. 

They were previously part 

of ceramic pieces. Katy 

explained how the holes 

were made to put ceramics 

sherds back together with 

wire after a piece had 

broken.

Picture of me 

working on a 

box making 

project

Picture of me in 

front of a Lamassu 

figure at the Met
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